Executive Directive No.06/2017

It has been brought to my notice that good work done by the LA / ALAs are not brought to our notice in time. Even a conviction of a case is reported very late. Under these circumstances, we don’t get chance to appreciate the work of LA / ALAs, aid to prosecution and other people involved in getting successful conviction.

It is therefore, directed that any good work done by LA / ALAs should be immediately brought to our notice by the Unit Head concerned so that they can be given appreciation letters and Good Service Entries etc. in time to motivate them. Similar also to the aid to prosecution and other officials involved in getting the conviction or other prosecution related good work (like denial of bail, a favourable and unique order to help Investigating Officer etc.). This can be done immediately by sending an e-mail to the Directorate for the perusal of the Director. All the Unit Heads are free to recommend reward and appreciation in such e-mails.

Unit Heads are directed to report the details of conviction of various ALAs in Vigilance Cases in their Units w.e.f. 01.01.2017 till date in next two days. This will enable us to appreciate their work and reward them.

Loknath Behera IPS
Director

To

All Unit Heads

Copy to: 1) ADGP-I & II, SP(Int.)
2) ADP (Vigilance) / LA / ALAs